Systemic adjuvant therapy for breast cancer.
Systemic therapy for operable breast cancer can delay the time to recurrence. Recurrence of breast cancer can follow a variable clinical course but will lead to death in virtually all cases. This delay is reflected in an accompanying improvement in overall survival with treatment. Almost 35 years have passed since the introduction of adjuvant chemotherapy, whereas adjuvant tamoxifen trials were begun 17 years ago. In that time, only in a minority of patients has a clear consensus emerged on the appropriate use of adjuvant therapies. Overview analysis from large numbers of controlled clinical trials has produced a much larger data base for examining the effects of hormonal and cytotoxic therapy on the outcome of patients with early-stage breast cancer and provides greater statistical power to detect small differences in particular subgroups of patients, which may not have been apparent in individual studies. Patients with involved lymph nodes are now routinely treated with chemotherapy if they are premenopausal and with tamoxifen if they are postmenopausal, especially if their tumors contain estrogen receptor. More recent trials attempt to examine the use of these therapies outside of these prescribed groups as well as the introduction of new chemotherapeutic agents and dosage regimens, some of which are based on biologic principles of alternating, non-cross-resistant therapy and dose responsiveness. Treatment of node-negative breast cancer remains controversial. Small but real differences in odds of relapse have emerged with adjuvant treatment, although the nature of the risks and benefits remains to be defined.